
What is Research in Visual Art? 
 

Broad View of Visual Art Research: It is possible to conduct 

research in the visual arts; however, the creation of a piece of art is not, 

in itself, research.  To become a research project, the artist must flip the focus of the work from creating the piece to the 

contribution of the created piece to the field, human thought, society, etc.  Additionally, research must be grounded in 

previous work or findings; in other words, what techniques have been used previously that you are building from, what 

is the current political climate that you are trying to expose, etc.  Finally, research must be disseminated or shared with 

other professionals in your field.  This dissemination may include exhibiting your work, but an exhibition alone is 

insufficient dissemination for a research project.  In addition to the exhibition, visual art researchers must contextualize 

the piece, including the contribution of the piece to society, how previous work informed the artist, experimental 

aspects of the research, etc. This dissemination may take a variety of forms, including oral presentations or written 

“artist’s statements”.  

Examples of Visual Art Research: 

Creation of visual art piece in response to Art History 

Focus on an experimental process, i.e., experimenting with a new technique or new materials/media 

Creation of visual art piece in order to expose current political climate, societal bias, environmental degradation, etc.  

Guidelines and Recommendations:  
• Think about the central research goals of the project  

• What relevant scholarly or research context will your work be “grounded” in? – i.e., your influences and 

inspirations; other established artists; movements that are referenced or serve as inspiration; 

political/cultural/social issues that the work responds to; personal growth events; etc. 

• Significance – how will your work impact your audience? How is your vision unique, interesting, or original? 

• Methods – what techniques will be used? Are you experimenting with a new technique? New materials? Or 

using a “tried and true” technique and materials? 

• Preparation – how well prepared are you to take on the research project? What formal and informal training or 

mentoring have you had? Are there other types of training that you will need to complete the research? How 

will your previous experiences inform and ensure the success of this project? 

• Dissemination plan – how will you share the work and your research? How will these pieces fit into your 

portfolio or future works? The research as well as the created works should be disseminated or shared 

Mentoring in Visual Art Research:  A key component of undergraduate research projects is that they are not 

completed in isolation, but are instead mentored by a faculty member.  In many cases, it is the faculty mentoring that 

moves a project from merely the creation of a piece of art into a true undergraduate research project. As you are 

beginning to discuss your research project with your faculty mentor, you should think about a plan for continued 

interaction with your mentor – How will your mentor’s area of expertise support your research project? How often will 

you meet and discuss your research activities?  

You want to have enough interaction with your research mentor that s/he can provide constructive feedback and 

insights as you move through all phases of your research project – from developing your initial plan, to laying out a 

project timeline, to working through your research projects and dealing with obstacles or selecting between multiple 

options for next steps, and finally, to disseminating your created works and your research project outcomes.  Not only 

should you not have to “go it alone” through the research process, but engaging with your faculty mentor will help you 

think critically about your project and plan for the best possible project.  As well, observing first-hand how a professional 

respond to obstacles or strategizes will prove to be an invaluable experience as you build your own professional identity.  


